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farm + family 
flowers

Born from a desire to teach their children about work 
ethic, Mike and Rita Williams's WilMor Farms is now a 

thriving flower farm that demonstrates the beauty you 
can find from buying local.



Why do flowers barely make it home 
from the store before they begin to 
wilt? It was not a question I had ever 
thought to ask until I visited WilMor 

Farms one morning in early August. As the noisy 
insects of late summer performed a continuous 
chorus, my senses were overwhelmed by the long 
rows of amaranths, yellow sunflowers, reddish 
orange marigolds, zinnias, rudbeckia triloba, celosias 
(cockscomb and rooster tail), basil, ageratum, and 
sweet-smelling white tuberose. Rita Williams pointed 
to each one as the names of the flowers rolled out like 
a native tongue. 
 The reason for the short life of most flowers 
we buy at the store is because, “80% of the flowers 
bought in America come from foreign markets,” said 

Rita. According to 800florals.com, an online floral 
shop: 

…[F]oreign imports dominate today's flower 
market, in some cases accounting for 90% or more 
of all U.S. sales within a particular category…. 
Together, Colombia and Ecuador accounted for 
roughly 90% of all roses, 98% of all carnations, 
and 95% of all chrysanthemums sold in the U.S. 
last year. And, they're not the only countries 
competing for America's love of flowers.

Local flower growers have struggled in recent years 
to compete with global markets. But with the “Buy 
Local” and “Slow Food” movement, there has been 
a cultural shift back to local farms and resources 
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WilMor Farms grows 
a variety of flowers, 
which change with 

the season. The farm 
holds many memories 
for Rita as it originally 

belonged to her 
grandparents.  

by American consumers. WilMor Farms owners, Rita and Mike Williams, are members of four 
important organizations that foster this turn toward home: Slow Flowers founded by Debra Prinzing; 
Association of Specialty Cut Flower Growers; American Grown Flowers and Georgia Grown.
 Both Rita and Mike graduated from the University of Georgia. After college, Rita went to work 
as a registered nurse in the hospital in Athens. Mike, a horticulture major, worked with a large 
landscaping company in Athens. They married in 1998, and three years later moved from Athens to 
Statesboro where Mike established his own landscaping company called Olive Branch Landscaping, 
and Rita went to work at the East Georgia Regional Hospital. 
 The move to Statesboro in 2001 was a step closer to home, and home was the old family farm on 
the outskirts of Metter. Even though Rita grew up in Lyons, Georgia, she spent entire summers and 
nearly every weekend exploring the land and playing with her cousins. 
 “The Queen of England granted my ancestor 5,000 acres of land,” said Rita. “His name was 
John Dekle, and my grandmother was a direct descendant of his.” By the time Rita came along, her 
grandparents, Orita and Clifford Morgan, owned three hundred acres of the original land. Clifford 
Morgan built a house from wood on the property with the help of his brothers. The best anyone can 

figure, the old farmhouse was built sometime in 
the 1930s. Although her grandfather died when 
she was young, Rita still has distant snapshots of 
him in her memory. 
 Rita’s mother, Gen Morgan, taught school at 
Lyons Elementary for over forty years. Her father, 
Jimmy Morgan, worked for Nesmith Oil for many 
years and farmed a little on the weekends at the 
old homeplace. “My dad was young, in his fifties, 
when he died of lung cancer,” said Rita. She was 
only in the 8th grade at the time. 
 Not long after her father passed away, Rita’s 
grandmother had to move into an assisted living 
facility. After her death, the land was again 
divided, and Rita inherited forty acres and the old 
farmhouse. By the time she moved to Statesboro, 
the house had sat vacant for over twenty years. 
 Rita and Mike worked every spare moment 
and moved in after three years. “We’re still doing 
renovations,” laughed Rita. They moved in just 
before their first child, Mary Gen, was born. 
Within six years, they had all four children. 
Today, Mary Gen (14), Josie (12), Mason (10), and 
Morgan (8) are the seventh generation of Rita’s 
family to live on the land. The room in which 
their son Mason sleeps once belonged to Rita’s 
father. It’s the one room in the old farmhouse that 
she’s kept the same.

As Mike’s landscaping business continued 
to grow, Rita took a job auditing medical 
charts from home, which allowed her 
the flexibility to be with the children and 

homeschool. Although “buying local” is a message 
and mission of WilMor Farms today, it was not the 
catalyst behind their venture into flower farming. 
About four years ago, Rita and Mike decided to do 

something to help prepare their children for the world in a very real way. 
 “So many children today are growing up with no concept of how to work,” said Rita. “Even 
worse, they don’t see the value in it. Whether our children choose to work is up to them, but when 
they leave home, they will at least know how to work.” What better way to learn the principles of 
work ethics than with farming? 
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 When the Williamses learned that there was a 
conference on organic gardening in Athens, they made 
plans to attend. In the beginning, the plan was never to grow 
flowers; it was to grow produce. While attending a farm tour 
in the area for attendees of the conference, the Williamses 
visited 3 Porch Farm. 
 “We couldn’t believe how their farmhouse looked 
almost exactly like ours,” said Rita. “Even their two 
old barns looked just like ours.” But 3 Porch Farm was 
growing flowers, not produce. “With Mike’s background in 
horticulture, it just made perfect sense. He looked at me and 
said, ‘We could do this.’”
 Mike and Rita went home and did their research. “There 
were no flower farmers in our area that we could find,” said 
Rita. “We actually went back to Athens and met with Steve 
and Mandy O’Shea at 3 Porch Farm to see what we could 
learn. The first thing they suggested was that we join the 
Association of Specialty Cut Flower Growers in order to 
access all the articles and videos archived online from their 
conferences. It was a wealth of information,” said Rita.

 In 2015, they decided to call the children’s new lesson 
“WilMor Farms” and planted their first crop of flowers. “Soil 
health is the one thing with flowers that is essential. We 
thought we had good dirt down here. The guy who farmed it 
took really good care of the land,” said Rita. But they learned 
that first year that the soil wasn’t in as good a shape as they 
had thought. “We had to bring in several loads of organic 
compost throughout the year.” Compost now only has to be 
added to the soil once a year. “We consider that as a year of 
learning and 2016 as our first actual year of business.”
 Since there were so few flower growers in the south, 
information for this particular climate was hard to come 
by. “Our climate was different even from 3 Porch Farm in 
Athens,” said Rita. While listening to conference speaker, 
Rita Anders, a flower grower in Texas, speak, she said, “I 
learned that our climates are very similar. I went up to her 
after the meeting and asked if we could take her out for 
supper. She said, ‘Sure.’” That one meal turned into a long-
term friendship and mentor. 
 “Rita Anders just took us under her wing,” said Rita. 
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“She’s been growing flowers for over twenty years and is a 
wealth of knowledge. Her farm is called Cuts of Color. We 
can grow the same flowers here as she grows in Texas, so we 
shamelessly do everything she does. She keeps me on track 
to make sure I'm doing what I'm supposed to be doing.”  
 “Does the guy on the tractor work for you?” I asked 
above the noise of the tractor. 
 “No.” Rita smiled. “That’s Jacques. He’s a truck driver 
and a good family friend. He’s in between work and just 
wanted to help us out.” She waved at Jacques as he 
continued cutting stalks from old flowers with a bush-hog. 
“Our family and friends are amazing. Mike’s mother Renée 
lives just through the woods and helps us with everything. 
She’s awesome.” 
 After the soil is tilled, netting is placed on top of the soil 
for plant support and placement. It’s the children’s job to 
clean the buckets, which is no small thing. “They have to be 
meticulous because of disease. Any bacteria can get into the 
flower stems, and that will kill your flowers.”
 With supplies they already had on hand, Rita and Mike 
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built three small hoop houses for seeding and helping to 
protect small plants from harsh weather until ready to go 
into the ground. They received their “high tunnel,” which is 
a permanent “unheated greenhouse,” through a government 
grant from the Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS). At the first of October, Rita got word that WilMor 

Farms had just been awarded another grant for a deep well 
and irrigation system. 
 At the height of flower production (spring and summer), 
WilMor Farms will sell flowers at three markets. During this 
time, Rita and the children can cut flowers throughout the 
week because of the cooler. She squinted against the sun as 
she pointed back toward the barn. “We got the cooler from 
an old Subway restaurant, and Mike just bought the panels 
and insulated it good.” They will have cut about 2,000 
flowers by Thursday evening. 
 “The zinnias can’t be gathered until the last minute 
because they don’t like the cold,” said Rita. “On Thursday 
evening, neighbors and family show up and grab a pair of 
clippers for the ‘zinnia party.’ They come out of the goodness 
of their hearts just to help out. It takes about four hours of 
cutting with eight people.”
 Early Friday morning, two long tables are set up in the 
barn that once held Rita’s Grandfather’s cow feed and horse 
tackle. On this particular Friday, two extras are here to help: 
a cousin from down the road and Rita’s longtime friend, 
Meredith Brodnax. Of course, Mike’s mother Renée is on 
hand. “It takes about six hours to make the 120 to 130 big 
bouquets,” said Rita. 
 A chalkboard stood high on a shelf against the wall with 
instructions on the number of each variety for each size 
bouquet. “The children like to be creative and make their 
own combination,” said Rita. Even with no name to identify 

During the height of the season, the Williamses 
assemble bouquets each week in the old barn that 
belonged to Rita's grandfather (below). On Saturdays, 
they take the bouquets to sell at three different markets 
(above). Friends and neighbors often come to the farm 
to help cut the flowers in preparation for the weekend 
markets.
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the “artist,” she can easily identify which child made each one. 
“I have a regular customer who buys a bouquet every week 
at the market and without fail, she will pick a bouquet Josie 
made.”
 Around 3:30 a.m. on Saturday, Rita is out in the barn 
wrapping each bouquet in brown wrapping paper. As soon as 
the flowers are loaded onto the vehicles in buckets, Rita heads 
to the Statesboro market, and Mike takes his mother Renée to 
the market in Augusta. After he helps get her set up, he heads 
on to Columbia, South Carolina, for the Soda City Market. The 
four children are divided between them to help sell the flowers 
they have planted, cut, and arranged.  
 “We sell $20 bouquets, $10 bouquets and $5 bouquets, and 
we always have some $1 flowers for the children,” said Rita. 
“We always want to have something for everyone.” A small bag 
of water is tied to the stems after a bouquet is purchased to 
help ensure it stays fresh on the way home. Of course, these 
flowers have been freshly cut and will have a long table life. 
 “The best part is the people we meet at the markets,” 
said Rita. “We have a good many customers with whom we’ve 
developed relationships over these past three years. One 
particular woman in Augusta who lost her twelve-year-old 
daughter whose name was Frances comes every Saturday to 
buy two bouquets: a large one for her home and a smaller one 
for her daughter’s grave. “She tells me, ‘Every time I look at 
those flowers, I think, Frances has those flowers, too.’” 
 Around the end of September, WilMor Farms planted 
their crop of “cool flowers” that included larkspur, dianthus, 
snapdragons, bachelor’s buttons, ammi mist, statice, orlaya, 
agrostemma, campanula, yarrow, scabiosa, strawflower, dill, 
bupleurum, dusty miller, and poppies. “Even though they may 
seem dormant, they are busy growing a rich root system all 
winter long below the surface. And with the first good day of 
sunshine in the spring, they will just take off,” said Rita. 
 During the changing of seasons, WilMor Farms will 
continue to sell flowers at the Statesboro market, which runs 
through Thanksgiving, and return to the Augusta market 
perhaps a few more times in the fall. Beginning in February, 
florist sales will resume. 
 As busy as things can be at WilMor Farms, flowers are only 
one part of the Williams family life. Somehow in the midst of 
all the seeding and planting and cutting, these kids stay busy 
with school and sports. Mary Gen is on a swimming team in 
Statesboro and regularly competes in swimming competitions; 
Morgan works at Kelly Farms in Pulaski two days a week and 
rides English style; Mason plays soccer and spends every spare 
minute hunting and fishing; Josie likes to run and compete in 
races. But no matter where these kids go in life, there’s one 
thing for certain: They will know how to get out there and do 
whatever they want with their lives.
 With the end of summer, Rita was also preparing to resume 
the children’s school lessons. Work in the garden will be 
minimal until next spring. On the day of my visit to WilMor 

RIGHT, TOP Mike's mother Renée lives nearby and is always 
on hand to help with the flowers. RIGHT, MIDDLE The flowers 

are often purchased by individuals, but WilMor Farms also sells 
to florists. Wedding, prom and "date night" bouquets have 

become increasingly popular.



Farms, their oldest daughter, Mary Gen, 
started 9th grade in school in Statesboro. It 
was a first for both Rita and her daughter. A 
signal of change. Surely, nothing speaks of 
the changing seasons like raising children. 
As difficult as it may be, seasons of change 
are an important part of our growth. The 
Williams clan has done as much growing and 
learning in the past three years as the flower 
garden itself. “We’re constantly planting, 
harvesting, turning over, and planting again,” 
said Rita. “And every seed, plant, and flower 
are prayed over.” 
 Chickens peeked at pebbles near the 
second old barn on the property once known 
as the “prisoner’s barn.” “During the forties 
and the fifties, if you had a nonviolent 
criminal, they would allow them to serve 
out their time working on farms to pay off 
their debt to society,” said Rita. “This barn,” 
pointing to a wooden structure across the 
way, “had a cot and a little washroom where 
the prisoner stayed.” She smiled. “Mike and 
Mason say they’re going to remodel it to get 
away from all the women.” 
 On the way home from WilMor Farms, 
I remembered something Rita had said 
when talking about the house: “Everywhere 
I look I have a memory of my father here. 
I really don't have that anywhere else.” 
The house in Lyons where she grew up and 
where she and her mother lived in the years 
that followed her father’s passing burned 
to the ground. Rita was in her first year of 
college and home for the weekend when it 
happened. 
 “We don’t know what the future will 
look like,” said Rita. Their daughter Josie 
has a chronic illness. Even though there are 
future decisions to make, she’s doing well. 
And one year ago, Rita suffered a sudden 
“spontaneous coronary artery dissection” 
(SCAD). Thankfully, with help from Dr. 
Higgins and the staff at Meadows Regional 
Medical Center, she was able 
to put the event behind her. Now, she’s 
running wide open again.
 With each season and through every 
change, the Williams family continues to 
grow, their roots running deep like the 
flowers that will bloom in the coming 
spring. Whether to brighten a room, shift 
the atmosphere with color and fragrance, or 
comfort a hurting heart, according to Rita, 
“Everyone needs flowers.”   UTCM
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ABOVE Mike and Rita Williams on their family farm near Metter. 

WilMor Farms Flowers can be purchased locally at 
Pittman Farms. To learn more about WilMor Farms visit:

Facebook and Instagram @wilmorfarmsflowers  


